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0 of 0 review helpful Full of clich eacute s but still a joy to read By Mike Sol Run To You is a happy and fluffy book 
about two women in significantly different societal positions that get brought together for work The book is a bit slow 
at first while Catherine warms up to Emily but once she does it becomes such a joy to read The interactions between 
them were simply superb and I adored how the author described each Welcome to Junebug Farms a successful well 
known animal shelter in upstate New York where every day brings something new love stress heartbreak warmth and 
not just from the animals Catherine Gardner knows what it means to work hard Growing up with little it s pretty much 
all she s done for most of her life As the bookkeeper for Junebug Farms she handles the money When Catherine finds 
herself undeniably attracted to Emily Breckenridge daughter About the Author Lambda and Golden Crown Literary 
Award winning author Georgia Beers lives in Rochester New York with her wife of 18 years their teenage niece two 
dogs and a cat This is her fourteenth novel 
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